What separates a building that is strictly utilitarian from one that inspires wonder and achievement?
A basic structure, from one that breathes life and energy?

The Art of Architecture
Grantier Architecture has recently moved its office from Ridgeland to a newly renovated office located at 5570
Wayneland Drive, in the process, transforming a basic 1950’s ranch style house into an Arts and Crafts Bungalow
style structure that breathes life and energy into it’s inhabitants and the surrounding area.
The design process began months prior to property
purchase and continued like a design-build project.
The primary goal was to create a warm, inviting and
spacious entry/living space on a limited budget. This
residential property was not large enough for both
family and business without an expansion. The carport
was enclosed and porches added to the front and rear.
Baths and kitchen were gutted and a garage and a
third master bath was added.
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First we decided to raise ceilings to 10’-9”and remove several
walls. The four living spaces are linked together and yet are
distinct areas. Unifying elements are four oversized cypress
wood doors hung on heavy steel barn door rails reminiscent
of Arts and Crafts style and the natural bamboo floor, a
“green” building product. The spaces are subtly separated
with ceiling treatments and sparse areas of walls with large
cased openings.
This watercolor sketch was used in the design
process to help decide how to create layers, to get a
feel for and look at massing, materials, textures and
color.
The porch is great for enjoying our gorgeous sunsets.
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The highly accessible corner lot presents a challenge to make
its occupants feel secure. A sense of security was created
through the use of several subtle design ideas. The flimsy
aluminum windows were replaced with energy efficient
insulated wood windows. The exterior of the structure in and
of itself expresses a new significant or power of purpose. It
features a deep and wide entry porch with arched pediment
accented with a stained glass window and shaped 6 x 6
outlookers true to the Arts and Crafts movement. The entry
door, sidelights and transom are stained Spanish cedar - circa
1910 with shelf and dentils.
The scale of the large porch columns, and the wieght
of a natural stone base lend strength to the facade.
Security and strength are also created by using layers.
The building envelope layer is accentuated by wide
trim at doors and windows, which are painted dark to
contrast and give significant presence to the
windows. The next layers are the porch, steps and
columns, then the ornamental landscaping is a soft
layer followed by a hard layer, the Oklahoma stone
walkway.
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